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Once you get the topic of your research now its time to explore it. Exploring a topic means to push
your ideas further by finding its implications, supporting evidence and filling in specific details. It will
help you to develop what you have already know about it, what you think about a issue and what
you need to find out. When you discovered the idea of your topic you should try to capture your
thoughts on the paper and consider the possibilities of the topic by using some strategies as
powerful tools to help you generate ideas.

Brainstorming is the first step to think freely about the topic, put down every thing on the paper
which comes into your mind; if you try to alter your ideas at this stage it would shatter the motive of
this mind practice. Then link your ideas to the topic and also with each other, try to find out question
which you would like to explore. While you are putting your thoughts on the paper, it should be in
the shape of flow chart or idea tree, this mapping process is a non linear inter connected way of
brain storming. Once you done with the branching process go back to the starting point and try to
generate a new theme. After completing the whole exercise look at the map if a particular area
seems to grab your attentions try to explore more about it by further branching if you get enough
information and concepts about a certain aspect, take it as your main topic of thesis.

Allow yourself to write freely on a topic for ten to fifteen minutes in order to know what you have
already know and discover areas you would like to learn more about. While you are free writing donâ€™t
get stuck with the grammar, spellings or sentence structure because main purpose of free writing is
just to spark ideas so keep writing as long as ideas come but do not deviate from the main topic
your main focus must be that specific line which you have chosen to work on and try to write
phrases and concepts that move your thesis in right direction. Another step is to use WH questions,
ask yourself journalist questions Who, Why, What, When, Where and How. These questions can
help you to be more sure and aware of all aspects of your research topic if you want to write an
informative and thought provoking paper.

Another way to investigate more about the guiding theme of the study is to look the topic from
different perspective. Every fact or issue has a history or back ground so try to learn about its
information, its context and its possibility to expand; these all factors are contributed in application of
a topic in a paper. Once you have done all the investigations decide which aspect you would like to
deal in your paper like you can set the topic in term paper of definitional question like how does our
culture defines beauty?. Reading more and more about your topic would be helpful to come up with
a comprehensive understanding of your topic because you can not further explore your topic
depends only upon your own thoughts, some others ways are discussion with your friends and
colleagues or through email exchange with your instructor.
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